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Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The proposed project involves revisions to the City of Los Altos' existing standards for development of wireless
telecommunications facilities, including an ordinance to regulate permissible locations and preferences for the location of
wireless facilities. These locational standards, which would replace the locational standards now provided in City of Los
Altos Resolution No. 2019-35, would be adopted by ordinance into Chapter 11.82 of the Los Altos Municipal Code.
In addition, the City proposes to expand and supplement existing development standards and design guidelines and
preferences for wireless telecommunications facilities contained in Resolution No. 2019-35 by (1) adding a set of basic
design principles that would apply to all wireless telecommunications facilities and (2) identifying configuration
preferences along with design guidelines for specific types of wireless facilities.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The Initial Study prepared for the proposed Wireless Telecommunications Facilities Development Ordinance and Design
Guidelines indicates for each environmental issue it analyzed that environmental impacts would be less than significant
or that no impact would occur. There is no substantial evidence, in light of the whole record before the lead agency (the
City of Los Altos), that the project may have a significant effect on the environment.
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If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Expansion of locations where small wireless telecommunications facilities may be permitted along certain rights-of way
within residentially zoned areas.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
Adoption of updated standards and guidelines for development and design of wireless telecommunications facilities does
not require any public agency approvals other than that of the City of Los Altos.

